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Forever Home is a complete game with music and a story set in the near future (early 2070's) and taking
place on and around a luxury space liner called 'The Homestead'. The game offers a hand crafted
soundtrack for the game, featuring one song for each area of the game. The game was originally released
in late 2012 and sold on the Next Games website with a soundtrack credited to Sean Murray, but now has
a third and final part of the soundtrack released as a free update. As usual with a purchase you get both
the DRM free version of the game, along with the original soundtrack. You can read some of the theory on
the game itself on this website: […] Info about the player Lance in our 'Forever Home' characters page:
"Lance has a peaceful life on a space liner, but in 2070 his life changes when he witnesses the slaughter of
a large crew of pirates during a kidnapping. They held them in the heart of the ship for two years before
they attacked during the nighttime. The fight lasts for half a day until finally the pirates are all dead and
the Homestead was saved. Lance talks to himself that one day he's going to be a hero. He sees how he
can save the Homestead, and he believes in himself to be able to do it. However, he doesn't think that he
can save the crew of the Homestead at first. When he finally tries to do it and end up failing it turns out
that he's not a hero after all. He gets a rescue plan organised, but he also ends up the chief suspect in the
pirate killings. He ends up on the run and doesn't know where he is going anymore. He has a plan, but
he's not certain that he's going to be able to implement his plan, or maybe he's just going to make things
worse for himself. Can he save the crew of the Homestead? Or is he just a victim in his own life?" How You
Can Help: If you wish to support our efforts, feel free to purchase the game, or any of our future titles:
"Right clicking the game will buy it from the official site, or by the original developer "Next Games":

Features Key:
Conforms to all Google Play Store rules
Unlock the first level to install the game
More than 100 high-quality free stock images and fonts
Beautiful graphics thanks to Flutter standard.
Intuitive controls to add designs
A soundtrack generated by the stopwatch function.

Recommended for

all parents
all smartphone users
IOS users
all children

Dive into the adventure

Drag on the screen to change designs. To create a cover, you can start by drawing the logo on the app and then
increase and decrease the size using the navigation. You then save the cover using a stopwatch function. If the
cover already exists, congratulations! You're ready to share it!
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Conforms to all Google Play Store rules
Unlock the first level to install the game
More than 100 high-quality free stock images and fonts
Beautiful graphics thanks to Flutter standard.
Intuitive controls to add designs
A soundtrack generated by the stopwatch function.

Recommended for

all parents
all smartphone users
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